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What is  the HARDESTthing engineers do?
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A verification activity is objective.
The confidence we gain is not.
Verification is not objective.
Verification is an agreement.
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p1: phys ical properties  of model
p2: mass  of final product
v1: es timated mass  with model
v2: measured mass  of final product
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This is the optimal 
strategy, agreed upon 
contractual signature.
Circled activity showed 
low margin. Unplanned 
purple activity needs to 
be added through CR.
Circled activity showed 
nominal margin. No 
change to strategy.
Circled activity showed 
ample margin. Yellow 
activity provides no 
value, but it is executed.
Coriginal= Ʃ Cblack dots Cfinal=Coriginal + ∆purple Cfinal=Coriginal + ∆purple Cfinal=Coriginal + ∆purple 
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This is the initial set of 
96 strategies, resulting 
from optimal.
Circled activity showed 
low margin. Do purple 
activity; reduce space to 
48 strategies.
Circled activity showed 
nominal margin. Follow 
optimal path; reduce 
space to 24 strategies.
Circled activity showed 
ample margin. Strategies 
with yellow activity are 
suboptimal; reduce space 
to 3 strategies. Choose 
one.
Cinitial= [a, b]; Set bounds depending on 
strategy. Invest only what it is performed.
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Choose firs t (timewise) verification activity 
(or subset of verification activities ).
Determine optimal remaining verification 
s trategy and return to Step 2.
Execute activity and update Bayes ian 
network.
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Currently working on this…
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Planning to work on this…
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WRAPPINGUP
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CONTRACTING
verification activities must be
Dynamic
Adjusted after results
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